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yield stress. We study downward
displacement flows along inclined pipes. We
have recently studied in detail such
displacement flows, in the iso-viscous
Newtonian fluid setting6,7,8,9, for viscosity
ratios and shear-thinning fluids10, and for
yield stress fluids11. Each of these studies is
targeted at pipe/duct inclinations close to
horizontal.
Here we present results of a primarily
experimental study of buoyant miscible
displacement flows of a yield stress fluid by
a higher density Newtonian fluid along a
long inclined pipe. We focus on the
industrially interesting case where the yield
stress is significantly larger than a typical
viscous stress in the displacing fluid, but
where buoyancy forces may be significant.

ABSTRACT
We present results of a primarily
experimental study of buoyant miscible
displacement flows of a yield stress fluid by
a higher density Newtonian fluid along a
long inclined pipe. We focus on the
industrially interesting case where the yield
stress is significantly larger than a typical
viscous stress in the displacing fluid, but
where buoyancy forces may be significant.
We identify distinct flow regimes and
observe exotic behaviours due to the large
yield stress of the displaced fluid. We
present the phenomenology of the flow
regimes observed. We also find non-uniform
static residual layers.
INTRODUCTION
There are many industrial processes in
which it is necessary to remove a gelled
material or soft-solid from a duct. Examples
include bio-medical applications (mucus1,
biofilms2), cleaning of equipment and food
processing3, oil well cementing4 and waxy
crude oil pipeline restarts5. A wide range of
material models are used to describe
residual deposits in these situations. Some
of these flows are turbulent, but equally
often process limitations dictate that the
flows be laminar. It is this case that we
study here. Our industrial motivation comes
from the oil industry, (both mud removal
and waxy crude oil restarts), and we assume
that the residual fluids in each case have a

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experimental study was performed
in a 4m long, 19.05mm diameter,
transparent pipe with a gate valve located
80cm from one end, see Fig. 1. The pipe
was mounted on a frame which could be
tilted to any angle. Initially, the lower part
of the pipe is filled with a less dense fluid
(fluid 2) coloured with a small amount of
ink. The upper part of the pipe, above the
gate valve, is filled by the denser fluid 1. To
avoid pump disturbances, the displacing
upper fluid was fed by an imposed overpressure. The flow rate was controlled by a
valve and measured by both a rotameter and
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a magnnetic flowm
meter, locateed downstrream
of the pipe. At thhe start of the experim
ment
the gatte valve iss opened. Images off the
displacing fluid arre recorded using 2 diggital
cameraas, and suubsequently
y analyzedd to
charactterize differrent aspectts of the fl
flow.
Velocitty is alsoo measured
d through the
central plane of the pipe at a posiition
downsttream of thhe gate vaalve, usingg an
Ultrasoonic Doppleer Velocimeeter (UDV).

d typically we have B N >>1. Our flows
and
aree designed to
t be in lam
minar regim
me, when
wee consider the
t Newtonnian fluid Reynolds
R
number:
Ree = V0D/

(2)

wh
here  = (
1+2)/2. T
The other tw
wo most
rellevant dimeensionless ggroups are
At = (1-2)/(
1+2)

(3)

1
Fr = (At g D)1/2

(4)

Th
he ranges we
w have cconsidered for our
exp
periments are
a given in table 1.
Table 1. Parameterr range for the
t
experimeents.
Parameter
range
00, 15, 30, 45
5,
β deg
d
6 0, 75, 83, 85
0..001, 0.0035
5,
00.01, 0.014,,
At
A
0.016
00-120 mm/ss
V0
0-26 Pa
Y
0-2300
Re
R
0.1-6
Fr
F
BN
600-72000

Figuree 1. Schemaatic view off experimenntal
sett-up (the shhape of the interface
i
is
illusttrative only
y).
Thee displacingg fluid 1 was alwayys a
Newtonnian salt-waater solutio
on. Fluid 2 was
always a yield streess fluid, namely a soluution
of Carbbopol® EZ--2 polymer (Noveon IInc).
Carboppol® is wiidely used as thickeener,
stabilizzer and suspending agent. The
rheologgy of Carboopol® is larrgely controolled
by the concentration and pH of the soluttion.
Once m
mixed withh water, Caarbopol® maakes
an aciddic solutionn with no yiield stress. The
yield sttress is devveloped at in
ntermediatee pH
on neuutralising with
w
a base agent (in our
case N
NaOH). Thhe neutralissed solutionn is
fairly ttransparent and has the same dennsity
as wateer (for low concentratio
c
ons).

RE
ESULTS
We will describe ouur results in three
maain section
ns. Firstly, we descrribe our
ressults for neaar horizontaal pipe incllinations,
as already rep
ported11. Thhereafter wee discuss
diffferences th
hat arise whhen the pipee is more
incclined.
For near-h
horizontal piipes11 we fo
ound that
esssentially tw
wo types of displaacements
occcurred: cen
ntral and sluump displacements,
as described below. Thhese regim
mes were
dellineated excclusively byy the value of
o Re/Fr,
as shown in Fig. 2.

PARMETER RAN
NGE STUD
DIED
Ourr experimennts covered
d a broad raange
of pipe inclinationns and flow rates. The rratio
between the yieldd stress an
nd the visccous
stress oof the New
wtonian disp
placing fluiid is
denotedd by BN, deffined as:
BN = YD/V0

(1)
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Centrall regime:
An examplee of a central-ttype
displacement is giiven in Fig.. 3a, showinng a
sequencce of imagges as the displacing
d
ffluid
advances steadily through thee Carbopol. The
front shhape is skew
wed toward
ds the top off the
pipe, w
which suggeests inertiall dominancce at
the tip//front. Pureely viscous effects woould
lead to slumping. The bottom
m image shhows
the scaale, which can be in
nterpreted aas a
mean cconcentratioon at each position. Wee see
darker regions at the top and
d bottom off the
m
s, all alongg the
pipe, bbut also at mid-heights
pipe. T
This is consiistent with the presencce of
a residuual wall layyer all aroun
nd the pipe. The
images suggest that the layerr is not unifform
and furrther analyssis reveals relatively llong
wavelength variatiions in layerr thickness.

ump regimee:
Slu
In a typical slump regim
me displacem
ment the
heaavier displaacing fluid advances in
n a layer
(orr layers) allong the bbottom of the
t pipe,
possibly by-p
passing thhe stationarry yield
stress fluid ab
bove it. We show an ex
xample in
Fig
g. 4a in which
w
a sinngle interfa
face/layer
adv
vances alon
ng the pipe.

o results aat
Figuure 2. Classiification of our
o
incliinations forr = 83 & 85
8 o, showing
ng
slumpp (squares) and central (circles) tyype
dispplacements..

Figure
F
3. Cen
ntral displac
acement for = 85o,
-3
At = 4x10 and
a V0 = 44m
mm/s: a) im
mages of
th
he displacem
ment at t = 11, 2,…16, 17s after
opening the gate valve. The length of pipe
a is a 990m
mm long secction,
shown in a)
starting
s
a few centimeteers below th
he gate
valve. b) Contours
C
of velocity profiles
ob
btained from
m the UDV at 80cm beelow the
gate
g valve. Assuming a symmetricc flow,
velocity vallues from a simple two
o-layer
Po
oiseuille pro
ofile surrounnded by stattic layers
aree superimpo
osed onto thhis plot. Thee broken
lines
l
show the
t positionn of the sym
mmetric
static layeer, estimatedd from the mean
m
concentraation.

ments from the
Fig.. 3b showss measurem
UDV pprobe. From
m the mean
n concentraation
we havve inferred a mean resiidual wall l ayer
thickneess, and then calculated the
axisym
mmetric
f
flow
two
o-layer
fflow
correspponding to these
t
param
meters. The ttwolayer hhas a statioonary wall layer and the
velocityy values correspond ap
pproximatelly to
that froom the UDV
V (although
h the measuured
velocityy is slightlyy skewed).
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Thee UDV profile corresp
ponding to Fig.
4a is shown in Fig. 4b, again
a
with the
interfacce height innferred from
m the measuured
concenntration andd superim
mposed as the
broken white linee on Fig. 4b. We cann see
from thhe measureed velocity that the th
thick
upper layer is largely static. As the
displacement proggresses the interface
i
heeight
increases and since the flow rate
r is fixedd the
velocityy in the dispplacing fluid
d reduces.

Figure 5. Slump-type
S
e displacemeent at
45o, At=
=0.01, Y =77.9Pa , V0 = 81.5
mm/s.
m
a) Imaages of the ddisplacemen
nt at t =
12, 13,..., 26, 27s afterr opening th
he gate
vaalve. b) Spatiotemporall image of the same
displacemeent. Note x iis the stream
mwise
distance
d
meaasured from
m the gate vaalve. c)
UD
DV plot of the
t same exxperiment (tthe UDV
probe is lo
ocated 156cm
m down thee gate
valve)).

Figure 4. Slump displacemen
d
nt for = 85o , At
= 10-22 and V0 = 26mm/s:
2
a) a sequence of
snapshhots showingg a 990 (mm
m) long secttion
of the ppipe a few centimeters
c
below the ggate
valve at t = 30, 600, 570, 600ss after openning
the gatte valve; b) contours off velocity frrom
the U
UDV at 80ccm below th
he gate valvee.
The exxample show
wn in Fig. 4 is relativvely
simple,, in comparrison to som
me of the oother
slump ttype displaccements obsserved11. Foor
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many displacements a thin front advances
very rapidly along the bottom of the pipe,
sometimes with unsteady ruptures of the gel
above, believed to be related to transition to
turbulence in the narrow channel.

The UDV results (Fig. 5c) show that
before the trailing front reaches the UDV
position, the plug flow exists in the upper
part of the pipe with a fast front moving
beneath. After the trailing front passes by (t
~ 9s) there is static layer formed at upper
and lower walls, and presumably all around
the pipe walls. The thickness of the static
layer is very small close to the lower wall.
Also note that the velocity magnitudes
within the displacing layer are larger as we
get closer to the wall due to the existence of
the fast front of displacing liquid11.
A prevalent feature at inclinations away
from horizontal is that the displacing fluid
has a stronger axial buoyancy component
and appears to by-pass the displaced fluid
much more easily. Together with the
unsteady flows common in slump-type
displacements it is common to observe the
development of slugging along the pipe, so
that the yield stress fluid is displaced in a
number of discontinuous stages. Examples
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, at slightly
different inclinations and Atwood numbers.
Whereas
for
near-horizontal
displacements unsteadiness was often
caused by high speeds in a relatively narrow
basal channel, here we may also begin to
have interfacial type instabilities due to the
increasingly strong axial buoyancy forces,
which lead to regions of counter-current
flow. Whatever the cause, we commonly
observe pieces of yield stress fluid in the
UDV graph (in this case at t~20 and t~82s)
and are advected downstream by the mean
flow.
Finally, at inclinations close to vertical
and for stronger yield stresses, we see the
development of interesting helical structures
during the displacement; see Fig. 8. The
UDV results clearly show a highly unsteady
streamwise velocity component. This type
of mode does occur in Rayleigh-Taylor type
instabilities and it is not clear if this is the
underlying instability mechanism here.
Alternatively, one could view this as a

Effects of inclination:
As pipe inclinations are reduced towards
vertical, we continue to see both slump and
central type displacements, but also observe
other interesting behaviours.
Fig. 5 shows an example of a slump type
displacement in which, as at high
inclinations, an initially fast moving front
advances, followed by a slower second
trailing front.

1

0.9
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0.6
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0.3

0.2 0.1

0

a)

Figure 6. Slump-type displacement for
60o At=0.016, Y=14.9Pa, V0 = 26.8
mm/s. a) Images of the displacement at t =
22.5, 25,..., 62.5, 65s after opening the gate
valve. b) Spatiotemporal image of the same
displacement.
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helical instabilitty
configuuration.

of

a

core-annnular

Figure 8. Helical
H
instaability for 15o
At=0.016,
A
Y =19.7Pa, V 0 = 61.3 mm/s
m
a)
images of th
he displacem
ment at t= 7, 10,...,
48, 52 s after opening tthe gate vallve; b)
Spatiotem
mporal imaage of the saame
displacemeent. c) UDV
V plot of thee same
experimeent.

Figuure 7. Slumpp-type displlacement foor
45o At=0.0166, Y =16.4P
Pa, V0 = 61 .3
mm/s.. a) images of the displlacement at t =
22.5, 225,..., 62.5, 65s after op
pening the ggate
valve; b) Spatiotemporal imaage of the saame
c UDV plott of the sam
me
displacement. c)
exxperiment.

In either case
c
it is likkely that at the large
yieeld stresses in this expperiment thee stresses
in the displacing fluid are insuffi
ficient to
breeak up the helical coluumn of yieeld stress
flu
uid. For th
he experim
ment presen
nted two
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unstable pieces of yield stress fluid pass by
the UDV location, at t~20s and t~33s
respectively. This can be confirmed through
the UDV results as well (see the enhanced
jump in velocity around the given time).
At lower imposed flow rates, closer to an
exchange flow regime, we have also
observed helical backflows of the yield
stress fluid, although here the yield stress
fluid is displaced.
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SUMMARY
We have presented experimental results
in which a heavy Newtonian fluid displaces
a lighter yield stress fluid in the downwards
(density unstable) direction.
We have
focused on the industrially interesting case
where the yield stress is significantly larger
than a typical viscous stress in the
displacing fluid, but where buoyancy forces
may be significant.
A number of distinct flow regimes and
exotic behaviours have been observed, due
to the large yield stress of the displaced
fluid. We have mostly presented the
phenomenology of these flow regimes.
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